CS3STHLM Newsletter August 2019
Lots of interesting news on our upcoming event!

CS3sthlm Expo on 22nd October!

On Tuesday Oct 22, on the day before the CS3sthlm Summit starts, we will have a free of
charge (but registration required) Expo day at our venue Nalen where our partners will display
the latest cyber security solutions and services. We will have a full lineup of speakers during the
Expo day. Free registration here:
https://cs3-expo-day-2019.eventbrite.com/

Zombie Survival!

This will be the subject on Wednesday Oct 23rd when our annual CS3sthlm Gala Dinner
speaker enters the stage! We are very proud to announce Herman Geijer, author and zombie
survival expert, who will talk about surviving catastrophes using a zombie scenario!

Training time

There are only limited amounts of seats left on our three different trainings that will take place
before the CS3sthlm Summit, so are you thinking about attending them do reserve your spot
soon: https://www.cs3sthlm.se/program/trainings/

Summit agenda?

Sorry, not yet. We have an impressive line-up of speakers already but we are still waiting for a
couple more answers, and that logistics are set. You can see our line-up of speakers here https://www.cs3sthlm.se/program/speakers/
and presentations here - https://www.cs3sthlm.se/program/presentations/

ICS lab news

Even bigger and better this year! And a completely new feature is that the CS3sthlm ICS lab will
be open already on Monday Oct 21st! From 9AM to 8PM you are welcome to try out all new
and old gadgets, many of them otherwise unavailable for testing. You will also be able to try out
our challenges and meet other ICS security pros!

Hotel discount

If you have not yet booked your stay in Stockholm, please check the portal that hotel Elite
Stockholm Plaza have made for out attendees. The hotel is situated only 200 meters from our
venue, Nalen, and the fixed prices that they are offering are valid until Sept 23rd.
https://www.elite.se/en/conference-reservations/stockholm/e1a64817-7910-4517-bff8d94ea2e28ed5/d3e7bea3-f79f-42fa-86bb-b6b5ee1045e2/
Best wishes from the CS3STHLM crew

